Southern New Mexico – West Texas Chemistry Olympiad Competition  
Saturday, March 6th, 2010

Sponsored by the American Chemical Society Rio Grande Section

Chemistry and Biochemistry Complex  
New Mexico State University  
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

**REVISED (Truncated) PROGRAM**

9:15 – 9:35 AM

Registration  ......................................................Chemistry and Biochemistry Complex  
Lobby of New Lecture Hall, Room 153

9:40 – 11:30 AM

Written examination for students  ......................................................Room 153  
(*Qualification for USNCO will still be based on this written examination.*)

9:40 AM – 12:20 PM

Laboratory Tours for Teachers and Students (groups of 6)  ......................................Various Locations  
(*Students finishing the written exam early may participate in tours while awaiting lunch.*)

11:30 AM – 12:20 PM.

Complimentary Picnic Lunch  ........................................Outside on the Courtyard or Horseshoe

12:20 – 12:30 PM

Announcement of USNCO Qualifiers  ..............................................................Room 153

12:30 – 2:00 PM

Laboratory Competitions (Qualitative analysis and titration experiments)  .......................Laboratories  
(*Winners for the laboratory events will receive a small medal or trophy, presented in the laboratory rooms following completion of the experiments.*)